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Monday November 4th   

11.00 Registration and set up posters  

12:00  Lunch  

13:00 Welcome and Opening Remarks  Rebecca Cox 

Mike Koomey 

 

13:10  

Chairs: Kristine Mørch and Kristin Mohn 

Campylobacter outbreak in Askøy 

 

Guri Rørtveit 

13.40 

14:25 

Treatment and prevention of Rabies 

Rabies in Norway 

Mary Warrell 

Kristine Mørch 

14:40 Break  

 

14:50 

 

 

 

15:05 

15:20 

Chairs: Nina Langeland and Arnfinn Sundsfjord 

High rate of fecal carriage of extended spectrum beta-

lactamase-producing Enterobacteriaceae and their 

associated factors among newly HIV infected adults in a 

community setting in Tanzania 

Schistosomiasis in Norwegian medical students 

Infective endocarditis in western Norway during 20 

years  

 

Joel Manyahi 

 

 

 

Trygve Kristiansen 

Stina Jordal 

15:35 Coffee break & posters  

 

15:55 

 

16:10 

 

 

16:25 

 

16:40 

Chairs: Bjørn Blomberg and Tone Tønjum 

A nutrient supplement promotes rapid detection and 

improved sensitivity of mycobacteria in clinical samples  

Pathogenesis of human post-primary tuberculosis: novel 

insights from Norwegian archival tissue material of the 

pre-antibiotic era  

New discoveries on post-translational modifications in 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis  

Proteomics studies to combat tuberculosis 

 

Marta Gómez-

Muñoz 

Syeda Mariam 

Riaz 

 

Alemayehu 

Godana Birhanu 

Tahira Riaz 

16:55 Break  

 

17:00 

 

17:15 

 

17:30 

 

17:45 

 

Chairs: Johanna Sollid and Nicole L. Podnecky 

Characterization of flavohemoprotein in Giardia isolates 

 

Development of inhibitors of drug-efflux transporters to 

fight antibiotic-resistance 

The cytotoxic drug methotrexate drives evolution of 

antibiotic resistance  

Sub-Mic concentrations of ceftazidime drive evolution 

of the oxa-48 carbapenemase  

 

Christina Skaar 

Saghaug 

Julie Heggelund 

 

Jónína Sæunn 

Guðmundsdóttir 

Christopher 

Fröhlich 

18:00 Poster session  

19:00 Dinner  

21:00 Social event  
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Tuesday      November 5th  

 

09:00 

09:45 

Chairs: Stig Harthug and Theresa Wagner 

Why antibiotic stewardship is important in hospitals 

Antimicrobial stewardship – why do it and how to make 

it work?  

 

Timothy Rawson 

 

Brita Skodvin 

10:10 Break  

 

10:20 

 

 

10:35 

 

10:50 

 

 

Chairs: Steinar Skrede and Pauline Cavanagh 

Combined inhibition of Cd14 and C5 in Escherichia 

coli and Streptococcus agalactiae induced inflammation 

in human cord blood. 

Hunting new targets to prevent infections – a novel 

approach to bacterial surface shaving. 

Genus-wide assessment of neisserial Tfp pilin subunit 

glycosylation: a systems level approach reveals 

distribution and governing co-factors. 

 

Aline Bjerkhaug 

 

 

Runa Wolden 

 

Chris 

Hadjineophytou 

 

11:05 Coffee break   

 

11:25 

 

Chairs: Rebecca Cox and Anders Madsen 

Rational influenza vaccine design 101 years after the 

Spanish Flu 

 

Anke Huckriede 

 

12:05 

 

 

12:20 

 

12:35 

 

 

Chairs: Rebecca Cox and Anders Madsen 

The breadth, magnitude and durability of influenza A 

H3N2-specific antibody responses after vaccination or 

infection  

Matrix M adjuvanted H5N1 vaccine rapidly elicits 

broadly protective antibody responses in humans 

Comprehensive characterization and kinetics of 

circulating lymphocytes in human volunteers 

experimentally infected with enterotoxigenic 

Escherichia coli  

Nina Ertesvåg 

 

 

 

Fan Zhou 

 

Sehee Rim 

 

12:50 Closing remarks Nina Langeland 

13:00 Lunch  
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Abstracts for scientific 

presentations 
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HIGH RATE OF FECAL CARRIAGE OF EXTENDED SPECTRUM BETA-

LACTAMASE-PRODUCING ENTEROBACTERIACEAE AND THEIR 

ASSOCIATED FACTORS AMONG NEWLY HIV INFECTED ADULTS IN A 

COMMUNITY SETTING IN TANZANIA. 

 

Authors: Joel Manyahi1,2,3*, Sabrina Moyo1,3, Marit Gjerde Tellevik2, Nina Langeland1,2, 

Bjørn Blomberg1,2 

 

Affiliations: 
1Department of Clinical Science, University of Bergen, Norway 
2National Centre for tropical Infectious Diseases, Department of Medicine, Haukeland 

University Hospital, Bergen, Norway 
3Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Muhimbili University of Health and Allied 

Sciences, MUHAS, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

 

Email: 

Joel Manyahi (joel.manyahi@uib.no, manyahijoel@yahoo.com) 

Sabrina Moyo (sabrina.moyo@uib.no) 

Marit Gjerde Tellevik 

Nina Langeland (nina.langeland@uib.no) 

Bjørn Blomberg (bjorn.blomberg@uib.no) 

 

Introduction and objectives: Colonization of people living with HIV with extended-

spectrum beta-lactamase producing Enterobacteriaceae (ESBL-PE) is particularly worrisome 

in low-income settings, as these bacteria can cause clinical infections that are virtually 

untreatable in the absence of expensive reserve antibiotics. This study describes the 

prevalence of ESBL-PE-carriage and associated risk factors among HIV-positive people in 

Tanzania. 

 

Methods: Persons newly diagnosed with HIV and HIV-negative controls were recruited at 6 

sites in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, from April 2017 to May 2018 as part of the randomized 

clinical trial CoTrimResist (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03087890). Rectal swabs were 

screened for carriage of ESBL-PE and Carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) 

using selective media, and genotype confirmed by polymerase chain reaction and sequencing.  

 

Results: Overall, 33.2% of 641 isolates were ESBL-PE carriers with no significant difference 

between HIV-positive (32.6%, 194/595) and HIV-negative individuals (41.3%, 19/46, p=0.2). 

Low CD4-count (<350 cells l-1) was associated with higher carriage rate (44.8%, 26/58 vs 

31.3%, 168/537, p= 0.04). Association between particular study sites and high ESBL-PE 

carriage rates remained significant in multivariate analysis. In total, 269 isolates of ESBL-PE 

were isolated from 213 participants. Of these, 97.4% (262/269) harbored CTX-M genes with 

blaCTX-M-15 being predominant (92.3% (242/262), followed by blaCTX-M-27 (4.2%), 

blaCTX-M-14 (3%), blaCTX-M-55 (one isolate) and blaCTX-M 211/3 (one isolate). CPE 

was detected in one HIV-positive person with CD4 count <350 cellsl-1.  

 

Conclusion: There is a high rate of carriage of ESBL-PE among newly HIV-infected adults in 

Dar es Salaam, and the association with specific hospital settings indicates healthcare-

associated transmission.  

 

 

mailto:joel.manyahi@uib.no
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SCHISTOSOMIASIS IN NORWEGIAN MEDICAL STUDENTS 

 

Trygve Kristiansen1, Tore Lier2,3, Sven Gudmund Hinderaker4, Gottfried Greve5,6, Frank Olav Pettersen7, 

Kristine Mørch1,5 

1Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Tropical Infectious Diseases, Department of Medicine, Haukeland University Hospital, 2Department 

of microbiology and infection control, University Hospital of North Norway, 3Unit for parasitology, Public Health Agency of Sweden, 

4Centre for international health, University of Bergen, 5Department of Clinical Science, Faculty of Medicine, University of Bergen, 

6Department of Heart Disease, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, 7Regional advisory unit on Imported and Tropical Diseases, Oslo 

University Hospital. 

 

Background 

Schistosomiasis is caused by parasites of the genus Schistosoma. Humans are at risk of 

infection when exposed to freshwater in endemic regions, mainly in Africa. Serious illness or 

death among travellers from non-endemic countries are rare, but occurs mainly due to 

neuroschistosomiasis. Because of increasing requests for Schistosoma testing among medical 

students after secondments in Africa, we began a study to map schistosomiasis in this group 

of travellers. 

 

Methods 

All medical students from Bergen who had secondments in Africa between 2003 and 2017 

(n=297) were invited by letter to test for schistosomiasis if they were exposed to freshwater. 

The tests included microscopy of stool and urine, urine dipstick, blood eosinophils, total IgE 

and Schistosoma antibody test. Time, place and type of exposure and symptoms and signs 

were registered in a questionnaire. 

 

Results 

113 students responded. Schistosoma antibodies were detected in 38/113 (33%). Results from 

microscopy and biochemical tests among antibody positives are shown in the table. Two 

students recalled swimmers itch. None reported symptoms suggestive of acute 

schistosomiasis. Four students had experienced hematuria, hematospermia or hematochezia. 

Among the serology positive students, 32/38 (84%) were exposed while rafting on the Nile in 

Uganda. 

 

Table: Results of routine diagnostic tests among Schistosoma antibody positive students 

(N=38) 

Test Positive among antibody positives N (%) 

Microscopy of eggs in stool 0/27 (0) 

Microscopy of eggs in urine 0/27 (0) 

Eosinophilia 0/22 (0) 
Total IgE elevated 6/22 (27)  

Microscopic hematuria 3/22 (14) 

 

 

Conclusions 

One third of students with freshwater contact, mainly after rafting in the Nile, had positive 

antibodies against Schistosoma. Clinical signs and symptoms were uncommon. Microscopy of 

stool and urine, and eosinophils, were of no diagnostic value, while elevated IgE and 

hematuria was found in a minority of infected persons. Serology should be recommended as 

the preferred diagnostic test among exposed travellers. 
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INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS IN WESTERN NORWAY DURING 20 YEARS 

 

Jordal S1, Salminen P-R2, Eide GE3, Kittang BR4, Kommedal Ø5, Wendelbo Ø1, Haaverstad 

R2 & Sjursen H1 

1 Section of Infectious Disease, Department of Medicine; 2 Section of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Department of 

Heart Disease; 3 Centre for Clinical Research, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen; 4 Department of 

Medicine, Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital, Bergen, Norway; 5 Department of Microbiology, Haukeland 

University Hospital, Bergen, Norway.  

 

Introduction and objectives: To investigate the epidemiology of infective endocarditis (IE) 

in western Norway, clinical and microbiological characteristics of 706 IE cases were 

analysed.  

Methods: Time trends were evaluated by decades (1996-2000 and 2011-2015), calculating 

mean incidence rate ratios (IRR). Analysis was performed using chi-square test, except t-test 

for age. Cox regression analysis was performed giving a simplified final model for prediction 

of outcome.  

Results: The annual incidence of IE per 100 000 inhabitants increased from 4.6 to 7.4 during 

the study period (IRR 1.97, p < 0.001). 

IE caused by enterococci increased from 3.7 % to 13.0 % (p < 0.001). Staphylococcus aureus  

and viridans group streptococci remained the most prevalent bacteria. The presence of non-

viridans streptococci, enterococci or Staphylococcus aureus were, along with age, all 

independently associated with increased mortality (p < 0.001). 

The proportion of intravenous drug users increased from 16.5% to 23.5% (p = 0.015) and 

increased aortic valve involvement (p=0.023). 

 

Prosthetic valve endocarditis (PVE) constituted approximately 30% in both decades.  

 

Cardiac surgery was performed in 37.6% of IE cases in the last decade, of which 85.5% had 

bioprostheses implanted; an increase from 12.4% in the first decade. 

 

Conclusions: The incidence of IE increased significantly and the number of enterococcal IE 

is rising. The presence of non-viridans streptococci, enterococci and Staphylococcus aureus 

were, together with high age, all independently associated with increased mortality.  
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A NUTRIENT SUPPLEMENT PROMOTES RAPID DETECTION AND IMPROVED 

SENSITIVITY OF MYCOBACTERIA IN CLINICAL SAMPLES  

 

Marta Gómez-Muñoz1, Ephrem Debebe Zegeye2, Amine Namouchi3, Seetha V. Balasingham2, 

Irena Szpinda2,  Konrad Förstner4, Jörg Vogel4, and Tone Tønjum2,5 

 
1Department of Microbiology, Oslo University Hospital, Oslo, Norway; 2NORCE Norwegian 

Research Centre, Center for Applied Biotechnology, Bergen, Norway; 3Centre for Ecological 

and Evolutionary Synthesis, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway; 4Institute for Molecular 

Infection Biology (IMIB), Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg, Germany; and 
5Department of Microbiology, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway. 

 

 

Background and purpose of the study 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) is the etiological agent of tuberculosis (TB), a deadly human 

disease that kills millions of people every year. The success of Mtb is mainly related to its 

capacity to switch from a replicative to a dormant state. Efficient detection and cultivation of 

Mtb are crucial for rapid diagnosis and optimal treatment of TB. The aim of this study was to 

increase the sensitivity and reduce the time to detection of Mtb and non-tuberculous 

mycobacteria (NTM) from clinical samples by optimizing liquid culture media for use in 

routine diagnostic procedure. 

 

Methods 

We cultivated 1635 clinical samples in the BACTEC Mycobacterial Growth Indicator Tube 

(MGIT) 960 culture system (Beckton Dickinson, BD). The global transcriptome of the Mtb 

reference strain H37Rv was analyzed in the presence and absence of the nutrient supplement. 

RNA expression altered by addition of the growth supplement was confirmed by quantitative 

PCR of cDNA from Mtb cultures. 

 

Results 

We report that an increased sensitivity and reduced time-to-detection (TTD) of Mtb and NTM 

from clinical specimens was afforded by adding a growth supplement to the standard 

Middlebrook 7H9 broth. Notably, the sensitivity was increased by 23% for Mtb specimens and 

35% for NTM specimens. Additionally, the TTD for Mtb and NTM was reduced in the MGIT 

system by 5 and 3.7 days, respectively. Addition of the nutrient supplement led to the 

differential expression of 16 coding and 49 non-coding transcripts. Thirteen of the coding 

transcripts mapped to the DosR dormancy regulon whereas the ncRNAs were predicted to target 

genes playing a role in energy production and carbohydrate transport and metabolism. 

 

Conclusions 

This finding provides new insight into factors that influence Mtb dormancy–related gene 

expression and has important implications for improving the clinical diagnosis of TB infection.  
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PATHOGENESIS OF HUMAN POST-PRIMARY TUBERCULOSIS: NOVEL 

INSIGHTS FROM NORWEGIAN ARCHIVAL TISSUE MATERIAL OF THE PRE-

ANTIBIOTIC ERA 

 

Syeda Mariam Riaz 1, Lars Helgeland 2, Lisbet Sviland 2, Tehmina Mustafa 1,3 
1Centre for International Health, Department of Global Public Health and Primary Care, 

University of Bergen, Norway 
2Department of Clinical Medicine, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Bergen, 

Norway 
3Department of Thoracic Medicine, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway 

 

Introduction  

Understanding immune pathogenesis of post-primary cavitary tuberculosis (TB) could 

advance the field towards better control of infection, development of more effective vaccine 

and therapies. Use of host-directed therapies (HDT) in TB can shorten the duration of 

treatment and improve outcome. Primary and post-primary TB are two distinct disease 

entities caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Experimental studies using various animal 

models have given useful insight into immune pathogenesis of primary TB, characterized by 

the granulomatous immune response which is very effective in controlling infection. 

However, there is paucity of information on immune pathogenesis of post-primary TB. 

Untreated human tissue was no more readily available after introduction of antibiotics in 

1950s. This forced investigators to develop and use animal models for study. Use of animal 

models and lack of availability of human tissue for confirmation resulted in a new paradigm 

for TB pathogenesis dating back to late 20th century. This has guided the research on TB 

since then and unfortunately diverted the focus from the true pathogenesis of post-primary 

TB. 

 

Study objective  

The main objective is to understand the immune responses for primary and post-primary TB 

in humans and identify targets for host directed therapies and vaccines. 

 

Methods 

It is a laboratory-based experimental descriptive study. Human pulmonary TB tissues of pre-

antibiotic era (1931-1947) were obtained from archival material from the Gade Institute. TB 

pathology exhibits a range of lesions at various phases of disease development within the 

same lung. The exploration of immune response in these lesions will allow us to study the 

differential host-pathogen interaction during various phases of disease development. Aperio 

ImageScope software will be used for digital analysis and quantification of 

immunohistochemistry staining. Morphoproteomics will be used to paint a portrait of the 

protein circuitry in diseased tissue to uncover molecular targets for development of HDT. 
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NEW DISCOVERIES ON POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFICATIONS IN 

MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS  

 

Alemayehu Godana Birhanu1, 2, Solomon Abebe Yimer1, Tahira Riaz1, Mari Støen3, Tone 

Tønjum1,3 

 
1Department of Microbiology, University of Oslo, PO Box 4950 Nydalen, NO-0424 Oslo, 

Norway  
2Addis Ababa University, Institute of Biotechnology, PO Box 1176, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,  
3Department of Microbiology, Oslo University Hospital, PO Box 4950, Nydalen, NO-0424 

Oslo, Norway 

 

 

Introduction 

Multiple regulatory mechanisms including post-translational modifications (PTMs) confer 

complexity to the simpler genomes and proteomes of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). PTMs 

allow bacteria to rapidly alter protein activity in response to host factors and have been 

implicated in Mtb virulence and AMR. Our aim is to characterize the global N- and O-

acetylome and glycoproteomic profile of different Mtb lineages, to unveil the role of these 

PTMs in mycobacterial adaptation, survival and AMR. 

 

Methods 

The global acetylome and glycoproteomic patterns in five Mtb strains, four clinical isolates 

including the slow-growing lineage 7 and the reference strain H37Rv, were analyzed. Mtb cell 

lysates were subjected to in-gel trypsin digestion and injected into a Nano LC-MS/MS. The 

MaxQuant and Perseus softwares were used for peptide searches / PTM site identification and 

for statistical analysis, respectively. The Cytoscape plug-in MCODE was used to develop 

protein-protein interaction networks.  

 

Results 

We have demonstrated that Mtb cells abundantly are decorated with PTMs. Our analysis 

resulted in the identification of 2944 glycosylation sites on 1325 proteins and 2490 acetylation 

sites on 953 proteins. This represents the highest number of acetylated and glycosylated 

proteins identified in MTBC to date. Furthermore, we presented the first evidence for the 

presence of O-acetylation and N-glycosylation in mycobacteria. The study identified strain-

specific PTM patterns and qualitative and quantitative differences in PTM abundances on 

proteins involved in virulence, pathogenesis and AMR.  

 

Conclusion 

Notably, this study reports a vast abundance of PTMs in clinical Mtb strains and is the first 

report on N-linked glycosylation and O-acetylation in Mtb. These novel PTM data also explain 

the role of protein acetylation and glycosylation in creating phenotypic variability and fitness 

for survival among the genetically conserved lineages of Mtb. The new discoveries represent a 

paradigm shift in our understanding of the abundance and impact of Mtb PTMs.  
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PROTEOMICS STUDIES TO COMBAT TUBERCULOSIS 

 

Tahira Riaz1, Håvard Homberset1, Fredrik Almqvist2, Christina L. Stallings3, and Tone 

Tønjum1, 4 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Oslo, Norway,  2Department of Chemistry, 

University of Umeå, Sweden, 3Washington University, St. Louis, USA, and ,  4 Department of 

Microbiology, Oslo University Hospital (Rikshospitalet), Norway, 

 

Introduction and objectives: 

Tuberculosis (TB) is the leading cause of death from a single infectious agent and among the 

top 10 causes of death worldwide, according to the 2018 WHO report. Additionally, 23% of 

the world’s population is estimated to have latent TB infection and being at risk for developing 

active disease. TB is challenging to treat, with an extensive therapy regime in addition to 

increasing drug resistance. Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) is the bacterial cause of TB. 

Globally, 8% of TB cases have isoniazid (INH) resistance without rifampicin resistance (first-

line drugs), while multidrug-resistant Mtb (MDR-TB) strains are resistant against both. In 2017, 

10 million people contracted TB. More than 500.000 people had rifampicin-resistant TB, with 

82% of these having MDR-TB. Among these, 8.5% had extensively drug-resistant TB (XDR-

TB). Greater understanding of the mechanisms that drive Mtb drug tolerance and resistance are 

required to improve treatment and to contribute to the WHO Sustainable Development Goal to 

end TB epidemic by 2030. The background of the project is the discovery of a new class of 

drugs (ringfused 2-pyridones, named Mycobacterial Tolerance Inhibitors, MTIs) that sensitize 

Mtb to stress that is induced under infection and improve the function of INH and even re-

sensitize INH-resistant isolates.  Here, we aim to use proteomics approaches to discover the 

mode of action of two novel MTIs in MDR-TB and XDR-TB. 

 

Methods: 

Quantitative label-free mass spectrometry (MS) based proteomics techniques with and without 

affinity purifications are applied to characterize the mechanisms of MTIs in Mtb.  

 

Results: 

Potential differences in the pathways affected by MTIs between MDR-Mtb, XDR-Mtb and 

susceptible Mtb strains are being characterized.  

 

Conclusion: 

The combined molecular biology and MS approach will enable the discovery of the pathways 

involved in Mtb drug tolerance and resistance, to discover how the MTIs work, in order to 

optimize TB treatment.  
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FLAVOHEMOPROTEIN IN GIARDIA ISOLATES 

 

Christina Skaar Saghaug1,2, Christian Klotz3, Juha Pekka Kallio4, Tiril Øyvor Pedersen1,4, Steven 

Rafferty5, Toni Aebischer3, Nina Langeland1,2,6 and Kurt Hanevik1,2  

 
1Department of Clinical Science, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway.  
2Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Tropical Infectious Diseases, Department of Medicine, Haukeland 

University Hospital, Bergen, Norway.  

3Department of Infectious Diseases, Unit 16 Mycotic and Parasitic Agents and Mycobacteria, Robert Koch -

Institute, Berlin, Germany.  
4Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway  . 
5Environmental and Life Sciences Graduate Program, Trent University, Peterborough, Canada  
6Haraldsplass Deaconess Hospital, Bergen, Norway  

 

Introduction 

Metronidazole (MTZ) is used as treatment of the eukaryotic parasite Giardia lamblia, and is thought to cause 

oxidative- and nitrosative stress. The nitrosative stress detoxification protein, flavohemoprotein (FlHb) has 

previously been found to have high genetic diversity in Giardia.   

 

Objectives 

The aim of the study was to analyze FlHb haplotype and genetic diversity.  

 

Methods 

Twenty clinical isolates of Giardia were cultured at the Robert-Koch Institute, Berlin and then whole genome 

sequenced by illumina. The FlHb gene was PCR amplified followed by cloning into competent cells of E.coli. 

Copy number variation (CNV) of FlHb was investigated using digital droplet PCR.  

 The FlHb of Giardia assemblage A (E2RTZ4) and B (6U182) was also cloned into vectors for protein 

expression in E. coli, and two constructs, one assemblage A and one assemblage B, were expressed and purified 

to homogeneity. Structural analysis was done using multi angle light scattering (SEC-MALS), circular dichroism 

(CD), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and crystallization trials were started. 

   

Results 

FlHb gene coverage varied between isolates and was 1-5 times higher than average of other genes. 116 sequences 

from eleven assemblage A2 isolates harbored 56 unique haplotypes, while for 45 B sequences in four isolates, 31 

unique haplotypes were found.  

   CD predicted a folded secondary structure, and Tm between 40-45 °C. SAXS analysis predicted a 

monomeric and globular shape. Crystallization attempts are ongoing, but no crystals have been obtained. 

 

Conclusion 

High genetic variation in FlHb can partly be explained by it being a multicopy gene with up to five copies in some 

isolates. The high number of unique haplotypes found in the cloning experiments, also indicate a high degree of 

genetic variation. High genetic variability in FHMP may allow adaption to nitrosative stress and could play a role 

in the MTZ susceptibility or MTZ resistance. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF INHIBITORS OF DRUG-EFFLUX TRANSPORTERS TO 

FIGHT ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANCE 

JE Heggelund1,2,3, E Hausvik4, J Kobylka5, A Martinez4, KM Pos5, H Luecke3, OA Økstad2 & A 

Goldman1 
1School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Leeds, UK  

2 Department of Pharmacy, University of Oslo, Norway  

3 Centre for Molecular Medicine Norway, University of Oslo, Norway  

4 Department of Biomedicine, University of Bergen, Norway 

5 Institute of Biochemistry, Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

  

 

Multi-resistant tuberculosis is a rising global threat, with approximately 490,000 new cases 

each year, and with few solutions. New treatments have the potential to save millions of lives, 

but the development of new drugs takes many years. One of the mechanisms of resistance is 

drug efflux, where the bacteria transport antibiotics out of the cells. The ultimate goal of this 

project is to fight multi-resistant tuberculosis by the development of a new type of drug, 

targeting these drug-efflux transporters. To achieve this, I will screen thousands of potential 

compounds, identify the most potent binders, and evaluate the inhibitors for use in a clinical 

setting. To ensure specificity, I will also determine the 3D structures of drug-efflux 

transporters together with the identified inhibitors, using X-ray crystallography and/or 

cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM). The inhibitors can be developed into drugs to be 

administered together with traditional antibiotics. This combinatory treatment would increase 

the efficacy and longevity of existing tuberculosis drugs. The successful development of one 

MFS drug provides the toolkit to develop more, against other multi-resistant diseases.  

So far, purification protocols have been established for four of the proteins, and 

characterization is underway. One of the transporters has previously been shown to confer 

tetracycline resistance in Mycobacterium smegmatis, and this has been confirmed using 

minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) assays in E. coli. Several binding compounds have 

been identified using a high-throughput thermal shift assay, and these will be tested for 

inhibitory effect using the same MIC assay.  
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THE CYTOTOXIC DRUG METHOTREXATE DRIVES EVOLUTION OF 

ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE 

 

J. S. Guðmundsdóttir1, E. G. A. Fredheim1, C.I.M. Koumans2, D. E. Rozen2, Ø. Samuelsen1, 3, 

P. J. Johnsen1  

Background:  

Methotrexate (MTX), a cytotoxic drug used for treatment of cancer and autoimmune diseases, 

shares structural analogies and molecular mechanism with the antibiotic trimethoprim (TMP). 

We hypothesized that MTX directly selects for TMP cross-resistance and facilitates increased 

frequencies of multi-drug resistance (MDR) plasmids with TMP resistance determinants.  

Methods:  

TMP resistant mutant of a clinical, pan-susceptible E. coli isolate (K56-2) was selected on 

increasing concentrations of TMP and subsequently tested for MTX susceptibility. Mutations 

identified by whole-genome sequencing were cloned into fluorescently tagged E. coli 

MG1655. The minimal selective concentration (MSC) of MTX was determined using 

fluorescence-activated cell sorting. Additionally, K56-2 was evolved for 500 generations in 

the presence of sub-MIC concentrations of MTX. Finally, we determined the MTX MSC for a 

MDR clinical plasmid harboring dfrA.  

Results:  

Two mutations, giving >7-fold increase in TMP MIC, were identified in folA (W30R) and its 

upstream intergenic region (C->T 58bp). TMP resistance resulted in a >4-fold increase in 

MTX MIC. We determined the MSC of the folA mutant and found that it is equivalent to 1/49 

of the MTX MIC. Experimental evolution at sub-MIC concentrations (1/40 MIC) of MTX 

resulted in TMP resistant clones. In addition, this exposure led to the occurrence of the same 

mutation, C->T 58bp upstream of folA, isolated during TMP selection. The MTX MSC for 

plasmid- mediated dfrA was 1/320 of the MIC.  

Conclusions:  

Our data shows that TMP resistance gives cross-resistance to MTX, and reciprocally, 

exposure of sub-MIC concentration of MTX can select for clinical resistance to TMP. 

Moreover, low MTX concentrations selects for plasmid-mediated TMP resistance and 

consequently genetically linked resistance determinants. Our data suggest that the widespread 

use of MTX is a previously unrecognized driver of antibiotic resistance evolution.  

1 Department of Pharmacy, Faculty of Health Sciences, UiT The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø, Norway 2 

Institute of Biology, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands 
3 Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Detection of Antimicrobial Resistance, Department of Microbiology and 

Infection Control, University Hospital of North Norway, Tromsø, Norway  
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Department of Pharmacy, UiT The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø, Norway 
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Background:  

Environmental release and therapeutic administration expose bacteria to antibiotics far below their 

minimum inhibitory concentration (sub-MIC). These sub-MIC concentrations have been shown to 

select for clinical resistance. However, their effect on the evolution of ß-lactamases is poorly 

understood. The wide-spread carbapenemase OXA-48 does not efficiently hydrolyse the 

cephalosporin ceftazidime. Thus, ceftazidime is a treatment option for infections with OXA- 48-

producing Enterobacterales that do not co-express extended-spectrum ß-lactamases. Here, we 

show that exposure to sub-MIC concentrations of ceftazidime leads to clinical resistance and 

influences the evolution of OXA-48.  

Materials/methods:  

E.coli MG1655 harbouring a clinical, blaOXA-48-carrying plasmid was evolved for 300 

generations in the absence and presence of ceftazidime (0.25xMIC). Every 50 generations, 

frequencies of ceftazidime resistant clones were determined by selective plating (1 mg/L). 

Mutations in blaOXA-48 were detected by Sanger sequencing after 50 and 300 generations. E. 

coli TOP10 expressing the cloned alleles were subjected to susceptibility testing (broth- 

microdilution).  

Results:  

Experimental evolution at sub-MIC concentrations of ceftazidime resulted in detectable 

frequencies of ceftazidime resistant clones, while evolution without selective pressure did not lead 

to resistance development. Susceptibility testing of these clones showed that up to 35% exhibited 

MICs above the ceftazidime clinical breakpoint. We sequenced blaOXA-48 in randomly- selected 

clones after 50 and 300 generations (n=300) and detected seven different mutants of OXA-48. 

Expression of blaOXA-48 mutant alleles showed up to a 16-fold increased ceftazidime MIC. 

Interestingly, all mutants exhibited functional trade-offs resulting in up to a 32-fold decreased 

MIC towards other β-lactams such as piperacillin-tazobactam and meropenem.  

Conclusions:  

Our data show that sub-MIC concentrations can trigger the evolution of OXA-48. While the 

ceftazidimase activity of these mutants increased, the carbapenemase and penicillinase function 

were strongly reduced. Worryingly, two of the identified mutant alleles have already been 

reported in environmental bacteria underlining the evolutionary importance of low antibiotic 

concentrations. 
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COMBINED INHIBITION OF CD14 AND C5 IN ESCHERICHIA COLI AND STREP

TOCOCCUS AGALACTIAE INDUCED INFLAMMATION IN HUMAN CORD BLO

OD 

 

Aline Bjerkhaug1, Hildegunn Norbakken Granslo1, Jorunn Pauline Cavanagh1, Tom Eirik Mollnes2, Claus 

Klingenberg1 

 

Background: Escherichia coli and Streptococcus agalactiae (GBS) are the main causes of 

early-onset neonatal sepsis (EONS), but treatment with antibiotics is not always sufficient to 

stop harmful systemic inflammation. CD14 and complement are considered important 

inducers of the inflammatory response, and therefore also important targets for inhibition. 

Studies have proven that combined inhibition of CD14 and complement (C5), may attenuate 

Gram-negative bacteria-induced inflammation in human whole blood. However, we need 

more insight in the pathophysiology in EONS caused by E. coli and S. agalactiae, and new 

treatment options.    

 

Objectives: To compare inflammation caused by E. coli versus S. agalactiae, and to assess 

efficacy of the combined inhibition of CD14 and complement (C5) on systemic inflammation 

induced in a human cord blood model.     

 

Methods: Human cord blood from term infants (n = 30) will be anti-coagulated with 

lepirudin. A combination of anti-CD14 and Eculizumab (C5 inhibitor) will be added 6 min 

prior to or 15 min after adding E. coli (ATCC 33572) or S. agalactiae (SO-SAG18-1). Total 

incubation time with E. coli or S. agalactiae will be 120 min. Cytokines and the terminal 

complement complex (TCC) will be measured using multiplex technology and ELISA. 
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BACKGROUND 

Staphylococcus haemolyticus is a skin commensal that has gained increased attention as an 

emerging pathogen of hospital infections. Despite its clinical relevance, published information 

about S. haemolyticus virulence factors is scarce compared to literature published on other 

staphylococcal species. Gaining information about surface exposed proteins is crucial to better 

understand host-pathogen interactions and for the discovery and design of novel antimicrobial 

treatment.  

PURPOSE 

Investigate the bacterial surface protein expression after S. haemolyticus colonisation of human 

keratinocytes. 

METHODS 

In order to mimic a biological relevant host-microbe interaction, we developed a novel method 

to investigate surface protein expression. Incubation of a clinical S. haemolyticus isolate with 

human keratinocytes (HaCaT) was followed by bacterial surface shaving. To our knowledge, 

surface shaving of bacteria after colonisation of mammalian cells has never been described 

before.  

A comparative analysis of bacterial surface proteins of bacteria incubated with or without 

HaCaT cells was performed. Surface shaving was done using trypsin in combination with the 

Lipid-based Protein Immobilization (LPI™) flow cell. Relative quantification of up- and 

downregulated proteins was performed by labelling proteins with tandem mass tags (protein 

markers) prior to Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).  

RESULTS 

Two hundred thirty-eight proteins were detected in total upon S. haemolyticus HaCaT 

colonisation, of which 52 proteins were classified as surface proteins. The most upregulated 

protein was an Sdr-like adhesion protein. Among the other upregulated proteins were the 

staphylococcal secretory antigen (SsaA), a bacterial Toll/interleukin-1 like (TIRs) domain, 

autolysin (Atl), the two transglycosylases SceD and IsaA, one LPXTG-containing protein and 

one YSIRK-domain containing protein.  

CONCLUSION 

Our results show that several important S. haemolyticus adhesion and virulence factors are 

upregulated upon colonisation of human keratinocytes. The identification of expressed proteins 

after host-microbe interaction offers a tool for the discovery and design of novel targets for 

antimicrobial treatment. 
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GENUS-WIDE ASSESSMENT OF NEISSERIAL TFP PILIN SUBUNIT 

GLYCOSYLATION: A SYSTEMS LEVEL APPROACH REVEALS 

DISTRIBUTION AND GOVERNING CO-FACTORS 

Chris Hadjineophytou, J.H. Anonsen & M. Koomey 

Department of Biosciences, University of Oslo, Norway 

 

Broad spectrum O-linked protein glycosylation (pgl) is the common post-translational 

modification found in prokaryotic bacteria and is well established in the obligate human 

pathogens Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ngo) and Neisseria meningitidis (Nme), as well the distantly 

related commensal species Neisseria elongata (Nel). The process begins with a 

glycosyltransferase attaching a UDP-activated monosaccharide to a lipid carrier located on the 

cytoplasmic side of the inner membrane, which can be subsequently extended by various 

glycosyltransferases to form longer oligosaccharides. The assembled glycoform is then flipped 

towards the periplasm by a flippase, where the membrane bound oligosaccharyltransferase 

(OTase) PglO catalyses the transfer of the mature glycoform onto a protein.  

 

The most abundant glycoprotein in Ngo and Nme is PilE, which is the major subunit forming 

the key virulence factor type IV pilus (Tfp). Our recent study of the deeply branching species 

Nel showed that, although a number of conserved glycoproteins were found, PilE was not 

glycosylated. These findings raised questions as to the relative distribution of PilE glycosylation 

across the genus. Likewise, we would like to determine the distribution of pgl systems across 

the genus, the potential glycoforms that might be associated with them and pgl evolutionary 

trajectories. 

  

We have used a systems approach to identify potential PilE orthologous genes across the genus 

and express them in a Ngo pilE null background as translation fusions to the promoter region 

of the native Ngo pilE. The strains expressing exogenous pilE were assessed for forming 

functional Tfp by their ability to transform robust levels of DNA, since the Tfp is essential for 

natural genetic transformation. Based on immunoblotting, immunogold-labeling and mass 

spectrometry, we found that PilE from Nme and close relatives N.lactamica and 

N.polysaccharea were fully glycosylated and carried multiple sites of glycan attachment. In 

contrast, PilE from other commensal species were not or weakly glycosylated. While 

suggesting that PilE glycosylation status is governed by substrate structural constraints, this did 

not rule out that OTases from commensal species might have altered target specificities. In fact, 

when these OTases were expressed in Ngo, many of the resident glycosylation targets were 

modified but not PilE. 
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Introduction and objectives 

Humans undergo multiple influenza infections during their lifetime, creating a unique 

antibody repertoire. Recently cross-reactive antibodies towards multiple historic strains of the 

same viral subtype was observed. Influenza A (H3N2) viruses have circulated for the past 50 

years, forming 14 different antigenic clusters, allowing us to investigate its lifetime impact. 

The objectives of this study were to investigate the antibody repertoire against 14 H3N2 

strains after influenza vaccination or infection and search for cross-reactive antibodies, with 

the potential to provide broader protection than previously assumed.  

 

Methods 

We conducted a five year (2009-2014) prospective cohort study of health care workers 

(HCWs) at Haukeland University Hospital with different vaccination status. We compared the 

breadth, magnitude and duration of hemagglutinin inhibition (HI) antibodies against 14 

different H3N2 viruses in four different groups. Three groups were vaccinated either once or 

twice in different seasons, whereas one group was non-vaccinated, naturally infected with 

influenza, to compare infection with vaccination.  

 

Results 

Boosting of H3N2 cross-reactive antibodies was observed after seasonal vaccination and 

infection. In the repeatedly vaccinated group, a stronger boosting effect was seen after the 

first vaccination. However, repeated vaccination maintained the boosted titres up to four years 

after the first vaccination. Higher boosting was found to newer antigenic clusters in all 

groups. Interestingly, these HI antibodies cross-reacted against future H3N2 strains, 

especially the A/HongKong/4801/2014; an antigenically drifted strain.  

 

Conclusions 

These findings indicate that a seasonal vaccine could elicit protective antibodies to both 

previous and future influenza A/H3N2 viruses, but to maintain the titres, repeated vaccination 

is necessary.  
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MATRIX M ADJUVANTED H5N1 VACCINE RAPIDLY ELICITS BROADLY 

PROTECTIVE ANTIBODY RESPONSES IN HUMANS 
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Cox1,2,4.  
1 Influenza Centre, 2 K.G. Jebsen Centre for influenza vaccines, 3 K.G. Jebsen Centre for 
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of Research and Development, Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway. 

 

Background 

The highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5N1 viruses have caused widespread outbreaks 

in domestic livestocks and sporadic human infections, and pose an enormous threat to public 

health globally. HPAI H5N1 viruses undergo continuous evolution, and can be grouped into 

clades and subclades based on hemagglutinin (HA) aa sequence. Vaccination is the most cost-

effective measure to combat influenza virus. Vaccines capable of eliciting broadly protective 

immune responses are desired and under development. 

 

Methods 

The Influenza Centre conducted a first in man phase 1 clinical trial with Matrix M adjuvanted 

virosomal H5N1 vaccine in 60 healthy volunteers in 2009. Four different vaccine doses with or 

without Matrix M adjuvant were tested. Serum samples were collected before and after 

vaccination. We investigated the kinetics of multi-faceted humoral immunity induced by the 

vaccine using a panel of in vitro serology assays. As proof of concept, naïve BALB/c mice 

received passive transfer of pooled human serum and were challenged with viruses homologous 

to vaccine strain. Protection efficacy of human serum was measured using mice survival and 

weight lost results. 

 

Results 

Adjuvanted high dose vaccine elicited the most robust and broadly neutralizing antibodies, as 

well as neuraminidase specific antibodies and ADCC antibodies. Adjuvanted low dose vaccine 

elicited similarly potent antibody responses but in delayed kinetics. In murine model, pooled 

serum from adjuvanted vaccinees provided protections against virus challenge. 

 

Conclusions 

Matrix M adjuvanted virosomal H5N1 vaccine elicits rapid, robust, broadly neutralizing and 

protective multi-faceted humoral immune responses in human. 
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Background Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) is a globally leading cause of 

children’s and tourists’ diarrhea in developing countries. There is currently neither a licensed 

vaccine nor an animal model for ETEC-infection, making it challenging to evaluate protective 

effect of new vaccine candidates. Assessing the kinetics of human immune cell responses 

after experimental ETEC-infection will advance our understanding of how reactive 

lymphocyte subsets can be utilized as potential correlates of protection. 

 

Methods Nine volunteers with no history of ETEC infection ingested between 1×109 and 

1×1010 colony-forming units (CFU) of strain TW10722 in bicarbonate buffer. Peripheral 

whole blood was obtained at seven to nine time points (day 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 28) from 

the volunteers. Buffy coats from the samples were fixed and frozen. Lymphocytes were 

obtained by FACS Aria sorting, then barcoded and stained with a 32-marker mass cytometry 

panel, and run on a Helios mass cytometer. 

 

Preliminary Results We report here preliminary results from five volunteers. ETEC infection 

triggers significant changes in certain cell populations. Among those are gut-homing activated 

effector T helper cells (CD3+ CD4+ CD45RO+ CD27- CD127- β7+ CD38+ ICOS+) and gut-

homing activated effector memory T helper cells (CD3+ CD4+ CD45RO+ CD27- CD127+ β7+ 

CD38+ ICOS+), with respectively 3-fold change (p=0.043) and 2.4-fold change (p=0.043) 

when samples from day 0 and 6 were compared. Proliferating activated B cells (CD3+ CD14- 

CD16- CD19+ IgD- CD71+ CD38int-lo CD20hi), proliferating antibody secreting B cells (CD3+ 

CD14- CD16- CD19+ IgD- CD71+ CD38hi CD20-) showed 2-fold change (p=0.043). 

 

Conclusion ETEC infection showed coherent changes in some sub-lymphocyte populations, 

such as gut-homing activated effector and effector memory T helper cells and proliferating 

antibody secreting B cells and identified that both peak at 6 to 7 days after infection. 
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Introduction 

Influenza is a highly contagious respiratory disease and vaccination is the main method of 

prophylaxis. Neuraminidase (NA) antibodies have been found to reduce symptoms and viral 

shedding. Here we show the NA antibody response after single and multiple influenza 

vaccinations over a 5-year period.  

 

Methods 

 Health care workers (HCWs) were immunised with AS03-adjuvanted pandemic H1N1pdm09 

vaccine in 2009 and subsequently vaccinated with non-adjuvanted seasonal vaccines 

containing H1N1pdm09 for 3 seasons (seasonal group) or received no further vaccinations 

(single group). Blood samples were collected on day 21 and 3, 6, and 12 months after each 

vaccination, or annually after the 2009 season for the single group. ELISA was used to 

quantify the binding antibody titre to NA Cal/09. Enzyme-Linked-Lectin Assay (ELLA) is an 

assay that quantifies the NA enzyme activity of influenza virus in the presence of antibodies, 

and determination of the NA inhibition (NI) titres. Plaque reduction assay was used to assess 

viral infectivity in the presence of antibodies in vitro. 

 

Results 

NI titres persisted above the pre-pandemic vaccination level for both groups after 60 months. 

NI titres for the single group were maintained at a stable level during the 5-year study, 

indicating that long-lasting NA-specific antibody responses were generated, whereas the 

seasonal group had a gradual increase with each seasonal vaccination. There was a positive 

correlation between the number of vaccinations and NI and binding antibody titres measured 

12 months after each vaccination. 

 

Conclusions 

The monovalent AS03-adjuvanted H1N1pdm09 vaccine generated long-lasting NA specific 

antibody responses that were further boosted by non-adjuvanted seasonal vaccines. 
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Modified Vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) has been widely tested in clinical trials as a 

recombinant vector for vaccination against infectious diseases and as oncolytic virotherapy in 

humans and animals. A biosafety concern regarding the use of MVA vectored vaccines is the 

potential for MVA to recombine with other orthopoxviruses (OPV) in cells in which it 

multiplies poorly. The risk of recombination is considered low because of poor multiplication 

of MVA in most mammalian cells and due to superinfection exclusion. In this study, we 

performed superinfection experiments with MVA-vectored influenza vaccine (MVA-HANP) 

and Fennoscandian cowpox virus (CPXV) followed by whole genome sequencing of 

recombinant viruses and parental viruses. 

Different plaque phenotypes were observed in Vero cells superinfected with CPXV and MVA-

HANP. These plaques were distinct from the plaques of the parental viruses. In addition, several 

plaques in superinfected Vero cells expressed the influenza virus haemagglutinin (HA) 

transgene from MVA-HANP. Preliminary results from genome analysis demonstrated that 

recombinant viruses contained some coding sequences (CDS) similar to CPXV and others 

similar to VACV. Furthermore, the HA transgene was located in a similar position within the 

genome of HA-expressing recombinant viruses. 

Our preliminary data indicate that primary infection with CPXV or MVA was not enough to 

prevent superinfection, despite the second infection being performed six hours after primary 

infection. Furthermore, recombinant viruses differed in recombination pattern based on the 

infection order (CPXV followed by MVA vs. MVA followed by CPXV).  
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Introduction and objectives 

Humans undergo multiple influenza infections during their lifetime, creating a unique 

antibody repertoire. Recently cross-reactive antibodies towards multiple historic strains of the 

same viral subtype was observed. Influenza A (H3N2) viruses have circulated for the past 50 

years, forming 14 different antigenic clusters, allowing us to investigate its lifetime impact. 

The objectives of this study were to investigate the antibody repertoire against 14 H3N2 

strains after influenza vaccination or infection and search for cross-reactive antibodies, with 

the potential to provide broader protection than previously assumed.  

 

Methods 

We conducted a five year (2009-2014) prospective cohort study of health care workers 

(HCWs) at Haukeland University Hospital with different vaccination status. We compared the 

breadth, magnitude and duration of hemagglutinin inhibition (HI) antibodies against 14 

different H3N2 viruses in four different groups. Three groups were vaccinated either once or 

twice in different seasons, whereas one group was non-vaccinated, naturally infected with 

influenza, to compare infection with vaccination.  

 

Results 

Boosting of H3N2 cross-reactive antibodies was observed after seasonal vaccination and 

infection. In the repeatedly vaccinated group, a stronger boosting effect was seen after the 

first vaccination. However, repeated vaccination maintained the boosted titres up to four years 

after the first vaccination. Higher boosting was found to newer antigenic clusters in all 

groups. Interestingly, these HI antibodies cross-reacted against future H3N2 strains, 

especially the A/HongKong/4801/2014; an antigenically drifted strain.  

 

Conclusions 

These findings indicate that a seasonal vaccine could elicit protective antibodies to both 

previous and future influenza A/H3N2 viruses, but to maintain the titres, repeated vaccination 

is necessary.  
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Introduction and objectives: 

Clinical diagnosis of influenza is challenging. Neuraminidase inhibitor (NAI) treatment 

should be started early, and has been shown to reduce hospital mortality. New rapid influenza 

POCTs could aid clinical decision making, influence antiviral and antimicrobial treatment 

choices, improve hospital isolation priorities, and reduce length of hospital stay in severely ill 

patients. We aimed to assess the effect of a new rapid influenza POCT in a hospital 

emergency department (ED), and to decipher the adaptive immunological responses in 

hospitalised influenza patients. 

 

Methods: 

We conducted a prospective, controlled cohort study comparing the use of a new influenza 

POCT in a tertiary hospital (Haukeland), to a laboratory-based influenza PCR test in a local 

hospital (Haraldsplass). 

Both hospitals provided equivalent public emergency care services. Adult patients enrolled in 

the ED with influenza-like symptoms lasting up to a week prior to hospitalisation, and who 

received influenza diagnostics, were eligible for inclusion.  Influenza patients from 

Haukeland also donated nasopharyngeal swabs and blood samples for ongoing immunological 

studies. 

 

Results: 

We included 567 patients. 154/400 patients (38.5%) had a positive influenza test 

at Haukeland and 63/167 patients (37.7%) at Haraldsplass. Mean turnaround time from test to 

diagnosis was 10min at Haukeland and 119min at Haraldsplass (p<0,001). 91.6% of influenza 

(+) patients underwent initial isolation at Haukeland and 79.7% at Haraldsplass.  The 

percentage of patients receiving antimicrobials was not significantly different in the two 

hospitals. The mean duration of treatment was 7.3 days at Haukeland and 4.5 days at 

Haraldsplass (p=0.002). Above 80% of influenza (+) patients received NAIs. NAI treatment 

started at mean 6.2 hours after ED triage in both hospitals (p=0.341). 

 

Conclusion: 

A positive POCT was associated with improved isolation use priorities, but not reduced use of 

antimicrobial treatment or more efficient NAI treatment. Further data-analysis of the results 

and immunological assays are ongoing.  
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Introduction and objectives: In ciprofloxacin resistant (CipR) clinical Escherichia coli 

isolates, collateral sensitivity (CS) to gentamicin is conserved over multiple mechanisms of 

ciprofloxacin resistance, including combinations of efflux-related and drug-target mutations. 

Here we investigate the effects of gentamicin CS in CipR isolates with drug-target mutations 

in competitive environments and the reciprocity of CS.  

 

Methods: From three clinical E. coli strains we selected CipR mutants with spontaneous drug 

target mutations, confirmed by Sanger sequencing, as well as gentamicin resistant (GenR) 

mutants from two strain backgrounds. Inhibition concentration 90% (IC90) and gradient strip 

diffusion (MIC) assays were used to determine antimicrobial susceptibilities.  One wild-type 

(WT):CipR strain pair was fluorescently tagged (WT-mini:Tn7-mRuby, CipR- mini:Tn7-

eGFP) for competition and standard or mixed 24hr time-kill experiments assessed by plating 

and/or flow cytometry.  

 

Results: The GenR mutants displayed no change in ciprofloxacin susceptibility, while the 

majority of CipR mutants (6/10) displayed gentamicin CS.  Gentamicin time-kill experiments 

at 8x WT IC90 showed that individually the WT:CipR pair had very similar kill kinetics, 

followed by regrowth reaching >106 CFU/ml.  When competed in the presence of gentamicin, 

the WT outcompeted the CipR mutant at concentrations ranging from 2-4x WT IC90. Further, 

in a mixed gentamicin time-kill analysis at 4x WT IC90 there was a clear advantage for the 

WT compared to the CipR mutant.  All ten colonies tested of each the WT and CipR mutant 

isolated from the mixed time-kill experiments were clinically-resistant to gentamicin, and 

CipR derived isolates had no change in ciprofloxacin MIC.  

 

Conclusion: In CipR mutants with drug target mutations, gentamicin CS affects the growth 

and kill rates in competitive environments at specific gentamicin concentrations.  However, 

resistance to gentamicin develops rapidly leading to a multidrug resistant phenotype. 

Additionally, we found no support for reciprocal ciprofloxacin CS in GenR strains derived 

from WT or CipR mutants.  
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Escherichia coli as a species is quite diverse as strains exhibit a continuum from 

commensal to pathogenic. Some of them may harbour accessory genetic elements such as 

plasmids, which play an important role in bacterial adaptation. Studies with model organisms 

show that plasmids can be lost in the absence of selection. Here, we studied the behavior of a 

sample of clinical E. coli, representing different sequence types (ST), upon the acquisition of a 

clinical plasmid encoding antibiotic resistance against carbapenems (last resort antibiotics).  

We aim to understand how different E. coli strain backgrounds face plasmids. 

The plasmid was stable in most strains for ≈300 generations. Compared to other strains, 

ST73 strains grew slower when acquiring the plasmid. Moreover, plasmid transmission from 

the original E. coli clinical isolate was particularly lower into ST73 strains. In agreement, 

analysis of E. coli genomes revealed lower frequency of plasmids in ST73 genomes than in the 

other STs studied. Defense mechanisms against horizontal gene transfer, such as restriction-

modification systems, could be responsible for this behaviour. Comprehensive bioinformatical 

analysis unveiled a distinct repertoire of restriction-modification systems in ST73 genomes. 

Specifically, there is a negative correlation between plasmid carriage and presence of type III 

restriction-modification systems among ST73 genomes. 

Overall, these results can partially explain why molecular epidemiology studies suggest 

that ST73 is less associated with antibiotic resistance determinants. 
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GENUS-WIDE ASSESSMENT OF NEISSERIAL TFP PILIN SUBUNIT 

GLYCOSYLATION: A SYSTEMS LEVEL APPROACH REVEALS DISTRIBUTION 

AND GOVERNING CO-FACTORS 

Chris Hadjineophytou, J.H. Anonsen & M. Koomey 

Department of Biosciences, University of Oslo, Norway 

 

Broad spectrum O-linked protein glycosylation (pgl) is the common post-translational 

modification found in prokaryotic bacteria and is well established in the obligate human 

pathogens Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ngo) and Neisseria meningitidis (Nme), as well the distantly 

related commensal species Neisseria elongata (Nel). The process begins with a 

glycosyltransferase attaching a UDP-activated monosaccharide to a lipid carrier located on the 

cytoplasmic side of the inner membrane, which can be subsequently extended by various 

glycosyltransferases to form longer oligosaccharides. The assembled glycoform is then flipped 

towards the periplasm by a flippase, where the membrane bound oligosaccharyltransferase 

(OTase) PglO catalyses the transfer of the mature glycoform onto a protein.  

 

The most abundant glycoprotein in Ngo and Nme is PilE, which is the major subunit forming 

the key virulence factor type IV pilus (Tfp). Our recent study of the deeply branching species 

Nel showed that, although a number of conserved glycoproteins were found, PilE was not 

glycosylated. These findings raised questions as to the relative distribution of PilE glycosylation 

across the genus. Likewise, we would like to determine the distribution of pgl systems across 

the genus, the potential glycoforms that might be associated with them and pgl evolutionary 

trajectories. 

  

We have used a systems approach to identify potential PilE orthologous genes across the genus 

and express them in a Ngo pilE null background as translation fusions to the promoter region 

of the native Ngo pilE. The strains expressing exogenous pilE were assessed for forming 

functional Tfp by their ability to transform robust levels of DNA, since the Tfp is essential for 

natural genetic transformation. Based on immunoblotting, immunogold-labeling and mass 

spectrometry, we found that PilE from Nme and close relatives N.lactamica and 

N.polysaccharea were fully glycosylated and carried multiple sites of glycan attachment. In 

contrast, PilE from other commensal species were not or weakly glycosylated. While 

suggesting that PilE glycosylation status is governed by substrate structural constraints, this did 

not rule out that OTases from commensal species might have altered target specificities. In fact, 

when these OTases were expressed in Ngo, many of the resident glycosylation targets were 

modified but not PilE. 
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Abstract:  

Shedding of vesicles is a universal phenomenon occurring in every living cell including 

prokaryotes, eukaryotes and archaea. We have isolated MVs from S. aureus MSSA476 grown 

under iron-depleted media in presence of sub-minimal inhibitory concentration (sub-MIC) of 

vancomycin, mimicking the condition during infection. Transmission electron and atomic force 

microscopy revealed presence of numerous sized (20-200 nm) vesicles. Some of these were 

fused forming “nanopod” like structures. Interestingly, bacteriophage like structures were also 

observed in some of the purified fractions of MVs.  The RNA inside vesicles was evaluated 

with confocal microscopy by staining with RNA-specific dye. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) 

was performed on RNA extracted from the MVs. Bioinformatics analyses of RNA-seq data 

showed abundance of tRNAs and presence of potential gene-regulatory small RNAs including 

various riboswitches. Further analyses regarding the potential role of RNA in modulation of 

host-immune responses and for successful colonization of the host cells are warranted. 

 

Key words:  Nanopods,  RNA-seq, Riboswitches, small RNAs, t-RNA 
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EFFECTS OF PARACETAMOL ON LSEC SCAVENGER FUNCTION IN VITRO 

 

Ingelin Kyrrestad, Ruomei Li, Sabin Bhandari, Jaione Simon-Santamaria, Bård Smedsrød, 

Karen Kristine Sørensen. Department of Medical Biology, University of Tromsø (UiT) -The 

Arctic University of Norway. 

 

Introduction. In vitro testing of drugs for liver toxicity is commonly done by monitoring 

hepatocyte toxicity. Yet some drugs inflict drug induced liver injury by selectively damaging 

LSECs before hepatocytes are affected. An essential function of LSECs is their unsurpassed 

ability to take up and degrade an array of blood borne macromolecules. Monitoring 

morphological changes, viability and endocytic ability following exposure of LSECs to 

paracetamol, we aimed to reveal new insight about the mechanism of drug induced damage to 

these cells. 

 

Aims. Aiming to develop a protocol for in vitro toxicity studies of LSECs we used a 2D culture 

system to study the dose- and time-dependent effect of paracetamol on primary LSECs 

morphology, viability and endocytic ability. 

 

Methods. LSECs from C57BL/6J mice were isolated by CD146-based magnetic bead cell 

sorting of non-parenchymal liver cells obtained by collagenase perfusion of liver. Dose- and 

time-dependent effects of paracetamol were tested with a real-time substrate-based viability 

assay, scanning EM, and endocytosis of the scavenger-receptor ligand FSA.  

 

Results. The viability assay showed a rapid and dose-dependent impairment of LSEC redox 

potential compared to non-treated controls. Endocytosis of FSA (125I- or FITC-labeled) was 

impaired at all time points, only at the highest dose. LSECs exposed to low dose paracetamol 

showed increased endocytic activity at early timepoints, compared to non-treated controls.  

 

Conclusion. LSEC endocytosis of FSA, a scavenger receptor ligand was reduced only at high 

doses of paracetamol, already after 2h. The observation that the cells were still viable and able 

to take up ligand at all time points, despite the real-time viability bioassay showing a marked 

impairment in ability to convert the assay substrate possibly points to a metabolic peculiarity 

in LSECs. 
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Background 
Influenza remains a major global health concern. Vaccination is the most cost-effective 

prophylactic against influenza illness. The live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) was 

licensed for use in Europe for children (2-17 years old) in 2012. Vaccine induced antibodies 

directed against the two major viral surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and 

neuraminidase (NA), play important roles in limiting virus infection. Antibodies to the HA head 

inhibit viral attachment to the host cell. Human challenge studies have shown that inhibition of 

NA enzymatic activity reduces viral titers and clinical disease.  

Aim: To evaluate humoral immune response to HA and NA in children and adults vaccinated 

with LAIV. 
 

Methods 
We recruited thirty-four children and thirty-one adults and intranasal vaccinated them with 

LAIV. Blood samples were collected at various time, before vaccination (day 0), 3-14, 28, 56 

days post-vaccination. We dissected the overall antibody responses directed towards the HA 

and NA glycoproteins with A/H1N1, A/H3N2 and B viruses using micro-neutralization (MN). 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and avidity EISA were utilized to quantify IgG 

levels and the overall binding strength. Neuraminidase inhibiting antibody response were 

measure by enzyme-linked lectin assay (ELLA).  

 

Results 
LAIV induced significant increases in influenza specific neutralizing antibody response to 

H3N2 and B antigens in both children and adults. LAIV elicited potent IN activity in all subjects 

against all three virus antigens. We observed significant increase in IgG levels in children. The 

binding assay indicated that high immunoglobulin levels correlate with low IgG avidity after 

LAIV in children. 

 

Conclusions 
LAIV elicited high levels of IgG levels and reduction of IgG avidity in children. LAIV induced 

significant increase in functional antibody titers in both children and adults. LAIV boosted NI 

antibody responses in children. 
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C-DI-GMP SIGNALING IN TREPONEMA DENTICOLA AND ITS ROLE IN 

PATHOGENESIS OF PERIODONTAL DISEASES.  

Krystyna Liskiewicz1, Pia Titterud Sunde2, Anders Verket2, Ole-Andreas Økstad3, Roger 

Simm1  
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Pharmacology and Pharmaceutical Biosciences, Department of Pharmacy, University of Oslo, Norway.  

Background:  

This project focuses on important clinical challenges in the field of dentistry, namely 

periodontal diseases and endodontic infections. Periodontal diseases lead to the destruction of 

the periodontal tissues, while endodontic infections concern the root canal system.  

The motile spirochete Treponema denticola has been proposed as a key oral pathogen in both 

clinical conditions. In many bacteria, the second messenger cyclic-di-guanosine 

monophosphate (c-di-GMP) regulates biofilm formation, motility and virulence in response to 

environmental signals. High intracellular c-di-GMP concentration is associated with biofilm 

formation and chronic disease development, while low levels promote motility and acute 

virulence. In an earlier study, the inactivation of a c-di-GMP effector protein (TDE0214) 

indicated that c-di-GMP is involved in the regulation of these phenotypes in T. denticola. This 

project will characterize the different components of c-di-GMP signaling pathway in more 

detail.  

Methods:  

The in vitro approach includes overexpression of proteins of interest in a heterologous host 

(E. coli) and determination of their function through enzyme kinetics and c-di-GMP binding 

assays. A specific strain of S. enterica serovar Typhimurium is used to determine the in vivo 

function of the proteins and their effect on the well-characterized c-di-GMP regulated 

phenotypes (rdar morphotype and motility).  

Results:  

Preliminary results from biofilm-assays done in S. enterica serovar Typhimurium UMR1 

show that some of the overexpressed proteins affect the extent of biofilm formation.  

Conclusions:  

The preliminary data suggest that different genes are regulated by environmental conditions, 

such as oxygen tension specific for the natural environment of T. denticola.  
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Introduction and Objectives 

Influenza remains a major global burden due to the absence of optimal vaccines and 

therapeutic options. Neuraminidase (NA) is an exosialidase that facilitates the release and 

migration of influenza viruses. Murine anti-influenza B virus NA antibodies are capable of 

protecting mice against lethal influenza virus challenge. Here, we describe novel human 

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) targeting NA isolated from an influenza B virus infected 

patient.   

Methods 

We generated a panel of recombinant human mAbs from single cell-sorted plasmablasts 

isolated from peripheral blood of an influenza B virus-infected patient. We characterized the 

binding breadth and functionality of the mAbs using different serological assays including 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays and neutralization assays. We also tested the 

prophylactic and therapeutic effects of the mAbs in mouse viral challenge experiments. 

Results 

Approximately one third of the influenza B virus infection-induced plasmablasts targeted NA. 

Monoclonal antibodies generated from these cells displayed broad cross-reactivity to diverse 

influenza B strains from both antigenic lineages. These mAbs protect mice against lethal 

doses of recent influenza B strains from both the B/Victoria/2/87-like and B/Yamagata/16/88-

like lineages in a prophylactic setting. Some of these mAbs are protective in a therapeutic 

setting when given 72 hours post infection.  

Conclusion 

We have shown that influenza B virus infection can induce protective NA specific antibodies 

that are broadly cross-reactive. These findings are important for the development of novel 

vaccines and therapeutics that can broadly protect from influenza virus infection. 
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Introduction and objectives: Colonization of people living with HIV with extended-

spectrum beta-lactamase producing Enterobacteriaceae (ESBL-PE) is particularly worrisome 

in low-income settings, as these bacteria can cause clinical infections that are virtually 

untreatable in the absence of expensive reserve antibiotics. This study describes the 

prevalence of ESBL-PE-carriage and associated risk factors among HIV-positive people in 

Tanzania. 

 

Methods: Persons newly diagnosed with HIV and HIV-negative controls were recruited at 6 

sites in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, from April 2017 to May 2018 as part of the randomized 

clinical trial CoTrimResist (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03087890). Rectal swabs were 

screened for carriage of ESBL-PE and Carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) 

using selective media, and genotype confirmed by polymerase chain reaction and sequencing.  

 

Results: Overall, 33.2% of 641 isolates were ESBL-PE carriers with no significant difference 

between HIV-positive (32.6%, 194/595) and HIV-negative individuals (41.3%, 19/46, p=0.2). 

Low CD4-count (<350 cells l-1) was associated with higher carriage rate (44.8%, 26/58 vs 

31.3%, 168/537, p= 0.04). Association between particular study sites and high ESBL-PE 

carriage rates remained significant in multivariate analysis. In total, 269 isolates of ESBL-PE 

were isolated from 213 participants. Of these, 97.4% (262/269) harbored CTX-M genes with 

blaCTX-M-15 being predominant (92.3% (242/262), followed by blaCTX-M-27 (4.2%), 

blaCTX-M-14 (3%), blaCTX-M-55 (one isolate) and blaCTX-M 211/3 (one isolate). CPE 

was detected in one HIV-positive person with CD4 count <350 cellsl-1.  

 

Conclusion: There is a high rate of carriage of ESBL-PE among newly HIV-infected adults in 

Dar es Salaam, and the association with specific hospital settings indicates healthcare-

associated transmission.  
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Introduction: 

 

WHO has listed VRE as a high priority pathogen in antimicrobial research and development. 

Nine distinct gene clusters (vanA, B, C, D, E, G, L, M, and N) responsible for vancomycin 

resistance have been described in enterococci so far. The vanA and then vanB clusters are the 

most dominant worldwide which is due to their linkage to successful mobile genetic elements. 

Norway, like other European countries, has experienced an increase in VRE cases during the 

last decade. This study aims to analyze the genomes of Norwegian VRE and non-VRE clinical 

isolates in order to elucidate mechanisms involved in the spread of successful clones and/or 

MGEs. 

 

Methods: 

 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) and bioinformatics analysis of Norwegian VRE collected 

from 2010 to 2015 as well as invasive non-VRE E. faecium from 2008 and 2014 collected 

through the Norwegian surveillance system for antimicrobial drug resistance (NORM), is used 

to uncover spread of ST-types as well as van clusters. We are currently in the process of 

performing WGS on all isolates within these collections. 

 

Results: 

 

In silico MLST analysis of samples showed that the most frequent sequence types (ST) of E. 

faecium in all collections are ST203, ST117, ST17, ST80, and ST192 which are prevalent 

hospital associated STs reported in many countries. From the VRE (2010 – 2015) collection we 

have identified vanA and vanB clusters and the preliminary results showed an almost equal ratio 

of these two cluster types.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

The Norwegian VRE are mainly of the same STs as the invasive non-VRE found in Norway 

during the same period of time and belong to hospital associated global clones of E. faecium.  
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Introduction 

 

vanE, one of the 9 distinct vancomycin resistant clusters (vanA, B, C, D, E, G, L, M, and N), is 

responsible for acquired low level vancomycin resistance in enterococci. It encodes products 

necessary to change the D-alanine-D-alanine sidechain residue of peptidoglycan in the cell wall 

to D-alanine-D-serine which has lower affinity for binding of vancomycin. Enterococci can 

pass and acquire the vanE-gene cluster by horizontal gene transfer. In Norway and globally We 

have recently identified the first vanE-type VRE in Norway and performed a pheno- and 

genotypic characterization of the strain. 

 

Methods: 

 

Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was performed by broth microdilution. Bacterial species 

was determined by MALDI-TOF. Genomic DNA was extracted and sequenced, using Illumina 

NextSeq500 technology. The vanE gene cluster was identified using Abricate tool. 

Phylogenetics analysis, and genomic comparison with the closest closed E. faecalis genomes 

retrieved from NCBI were performed as well. 

 

Results: 

 

A vancomycin resistant Enterococcus faecalis with a vancomycin (MIC of 12 mg/L) 

susceptible to teicoplanin (MIC = 0.5 mg/L) was identified. Genome investigation showed 

presence of an intact prototype vanE gene cluster (n=5; vanE, vanXYE, vanTE, vanRE, vanSE) 

inside a genomic island. The insertion occurred in the last 12 bp in the 3’ end of Guanosine 

monophosphate synthetase gene. BLASTing the genomic island sequence revealed 100% 

identity and coverage with a vanE genomic island from E. faecalis N00-410 isolated in Canada 

in 2002. The integrase in the genomic island was int410.  

 

Conclusion: 

 
This is the first vanE containing VRE reported from Norway and the sixth in the world. None 

of the previous studies have used whole genome sequencing technology to study vanE 

containing genomes. The genomic island carried 38 ORFs, of which the vanE cluster genes 

were the only known antimicrobial resistance determinants.  
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Background 

Humoral immune responses have an important role in defence against influenza virus 

infection. Still, little is known about the properties of antibody responses during severe or 

critical influenza infection and why some people become more severely ill while others 

recover. Therefore, we wanted to investigate and compare the immune responses in patients  

with different severities of influenza illness. 

 

Aim 

The aim of this study is to dissect the immune responses in patients with moderate, severe and 

critical influenza illness to see if dysfunctional immune responses contribute to clinical 

severity.  

 

Methods 

Blood samples were collected from thirty-three patients hospitalized at Haukeland University 

Hospital in Bergen, and divided according to disease severity into moderate, severe and 

critical illness. Inhibition of neuraminidase (NA) activity against N1pdm09 was assessed with 

enzyme-linked lectin assay (ELLA). In addition, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA) was used to measure antibody quantity and avidity to the hemagglutinin (HA) 

H1pdm09 head and stalk domains separately.  

 

Results 

Overall, the patients had higher responses and avidity to HA stalk compared to HA head. The 

highest geometric mean titers (GMT) were observed in critically ill patients, and moderately 

ill patients had significantly lower antibody levels to HA stalk, while patients with severe 

illness had significantly lower responses to HA head. However, avidity to the whole HA was 

significantly lower in critically ill patients compared to severely ill patients. We also found 

that responses to NA were significantly higher in patients with critical illness and in patients 

aged 50 years and over.  

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, critically ill patients have higher antibody responses to HA and NA, but lower 

avidity to HA compared to moderately and severely ill patients. In ongoing work, we will 

investigate how cellular immune responses correlate to clinical severity.   
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Introduction 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a ubiquitous bacterium, existing in a wide range of environments. 

It is an opportunistic pathogen causing diseases in plants and animals including humans. It 

causes acute to chronic infections in immunocompromised patients. The emergence of multi-

drug resistant (MDR) P. aeruginosa in hospitals and communities has led to a loss in the 

efficacy of most currently available antibiotics. Delineation of mobile genetic elements (MGEs) 

encoding the resistance genes in Pseudomonas is critical to contain their proliferation. In this 

study, we report on the evolution, complexity, and diversity of β-lactamase-mediated resistance 

from four isolates of P. aeruginosa from Komfo Anokye Teaching hospital in Ghana. 

 

Methods 

Antibiotic susceptibility for all the isolates was determined by the Vitek-2 automated system. 

Illumina and Nanopore sequencing technologies were used to sequence and close the genomes. 

Phylogenetic and comparative genomic analyses were carried out to investigate the horizontal 

acquisition and identification of MGEs with Antimicrobial resistant (AMR) genes in particular 

blaDIM-1 and blaIMP-34. 

 

Results and Conclusion 

All our genomes are non-susceptible to all categories of antipseudomonal 

antimicrobials, except for polymixin and aztreonam, defining them as extensively drug-

resistant pathogens. This is the first reported case of P. aeruginosa harboring two 

carbapenemase resistant genes blaDIM-1 and blaIMP-34 at a time. Our genomes evolved from the 
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global high risk ST111-lineage and also genomic comparison revealed several hypervariable 

regions harboring phages, integrons and AMR genes. Integrons scanning revealed the presence 

of five integrons among which two carry blaDIM-1 and blaIMP-34 genes. These two genes are 

located in genomic islands of size 52 and 23kb with mobilization modules. Our data provide 

further support to the hypothesis that genomic islands play an important role in the de novo 

evolution of multiple antibiotic resistance phenotypes in P. aeruginosa. 
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SECVIR - THE ROLE OF SCAVENGER ENDOTHELIAL CELLS IN 

ELIMINATION OF VIRUS  

Sánchez Romano, J., Larsen, A.K., Elvevold, K., Holte, C.F., Simón-Santamaría, J., McCourt, 

P., Sørensen, K.K., Smedsrød, B.  

We are constantly exposed to a host of non-pathogenic and pathogenic viruses, which in some 

cases reach the circulatory system. Most of these blood-borne viruses are rapidly eliminated 

by the liver via mechanisms that are still not well understood.  

The Kupffer cells and the liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (LSECs) are important scavenger 

cells which are actively engaged in the clearance of foreign antigens, including bacteria and 

viruses. Particularly, LSECs are pivotal in the elimination of endogenous and exogenous 

soluble macromolecules and colloids (≤200nm) by receptor-mediated endocytosis.  

This research is expected to reveal the significance of the clearance of virus by LSECs, thus 

strengthening the notion of these cells as an important part of the anti-viral defense 

mechanism of the innate immune systems.  

This will be studied by bringing together front-line interdisciplinary expertise in virology, 

optical nanoscopy, cell and molecular biology, and hepatology with the aim to study 

interaction of virus with LSECs to a level that has never before been attainable. We will 

expose LSECs to several types of viruses and determine what receptors are involved in the 

uptake. We will use cutting edge live cell optical superresolution microscopy and correlative 

light and electron microscopy to follow the intracellular fate of viruses after their entry into 

LSECs.  

These studies are expected to reveal if non-pathogenic viruses are cleared by LSECs, but also 

the mechanisms of how pathogenic viruses enter LSECs, and how the cells can be triggered to 

eliminate those viruses to avoid dissemination or latency. There is an immediate need to find 

remedies to fight the increasing incidence of reactivation of latent viruses, and the knowledge 

obtained may yield novel means of boosting hepatic metabolic elimination of normally 

pathogenic viruses. Moreover, the project will provide knowledge to control unwanted liver 

uptake of virus used as drug delivery vehicles.  
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METAGENOMICS ON PROSTHETIC JOINT TISSUE SAMPLES INOCULATED IN 

BLOOD CULTURE BOTTLES: A PROOF OF CONCEPT STUDY 

 

Adriana Sanabria1*, Mona Johannessen1, Johanna Ericson Sollid1, Gunnar Skov Simonsen 1, 2, 

Erik Hjerde3, Anne-Merethe Hanssen1 

 

1Research Group for Host-Microbe Interactions, Department of Medical Biology, Faculty of 

Health Sciences, UiT – The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø, Norway.  
2Department of Microbiology and Infection Control, University Hospital of North Norway, 

Tromsø, Norway. 
3Centre for Bioinformatics, Department of Chemistry, – The Arctic University of Norway, 

Tromsø, Norway.  

 

Introduction 

Clinical metagenomics is actively moving from research to clinical laboratories. It has the 

potential to change the microbial diagnosis of infectious diseases, especially when detection 

and identification of pathogens can be challenging, such as prosthetic joint infection (PJI). The 

application of metagenomic sequencing to periprosthetic joint tissue (PJT) specimens is often 

challenged by low loads of bacteria in addition to high inhibitor and contaminant host DNA 

limiting pathogen recovery. Whole genome sequencing performed directly from blood culture 

bottles (BCBs) inoculated with PJT may be a convenient approach for addressing these 

obstacles. We evaluated a method for the preparation of bacterial DNA suitable for WGS 

directly from BCBs inoculated with PJT specimens. 

 

Methods  

Samples from eight positive BCBs inoculated with PJT specimens enriched with horse blood 

were sequenced using MiSeq 500 cycles PE(V2) 250 bp. Samples were pre-treated using 

MolYsis™ Basic5 kit for the removal of human and horse DNA.  DNA was extracted using 

QIAamp BiOstic kit. DNA quantity and quality were assessed. Shotgun metagenomic reads 

were evaluated for human/horse DNA contamination. Positive and negative controls were also 

analyzed. 

 

Results:  

High quality microbial gDNA from PJT on BCBs suitable for WGS were obtained. The 

evaluation criteria included: DNA yield and quality, raw reads quality control and number of 

human/horse reads. Overall, 100% of the sequencing reads contained <1 % human DNA and 

<3% horse DNA. Higher number of reads from horse were present in samples with no pre-

processing (19%). 

 

Conclusion 

Our DNA preparation method resulted in high quality microbial DNA allowing 

metagenomics sequencing from PJT inoculated in BCBs. This could be a potential tool in 

diagnosis of PJI.   
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INVESTIGATING THE IMMUNE RESPONSE TOWARDS 

ENTEROCOCCAL MEMBRANE VESICLES 
 

Theresa Wagner 1, Mona Johannessen 1, Kristin Hegstad 1,2 

 
1 Research group for Host-Microbe Interactions, Department of Medical Biology, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of 

Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway 
2 Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Detection of Antimicrobial Resistance, Department of Microbiology and Infection 

Control, University Hospital of North-Norway, Tromsø, Norway 

 

Enterococcus faecium is a leading cause of nosocomial infections, especially in 

immunocompromised patients. Multi-resistant E. faecium, including Vancomycin Resistant 

Enterococci (VRE) impair therapy and limit treatment options. Thus, novel therapeutic 

approaches and alternatives for infection control are desperately needed to combat VRE.  

 

Vaccines are promising alternatives in times of increasing antimicrobial resistance, since the 

risk of resistance development is low and vaccines can be used prophylactically. For 

enterococci, there are no available vaccines yet, even though research has been ongoing to 

identify vaccine candidates.  

 

In a previous study, we isolated and characterized membrane vesicles (MVs) produced by E. 

faecium. We describe their proteomic content in four clinically relevant strains, including VRE. 

E. faecium MV contain known virulence factors, among them adhesins, collagen binding 

proteins, fibronectin binding protein, as well as biofilm promoting factors. Also, antimicrobial 

resistance related proteins are MV-associated, including all proteins of the vanA-cluster of a 

VRE. Furthermore, we found six described vaccine candidates to be associated with 

enterococcal MV.  

 

MVs would be auspicious vaccine candidates since they are highly stable, non-infectious and 

non-replicative. They contain major immunogenic proteins, and would be able to elicit 

protective immune responses and act as adjuvant.  

Since high amounts of pure MVs will be needed for vaccination studies, we currently optimized 

the production of MV, and investigate the influence of antibiotic exposure as well as different 

isolation methods.  

 

Ongoing, we are describing the hosts immune response towards E. faecium MV. In the future, 

we are planning to explore the potential use of MVs to elicit protective immunity against E. 

faecium, including VRE, infection. 
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EVOLUTIONARY STABILITY OF COLLATERAL SUSCEPTIBILITY NETWORKS 

IN CLINICAL ESCHERICHIA COLI STRAINS. 

 

Vidar Sørum1, Emma Lu Øynes1, Anna Sollied-Møller1, Nicole Podnecky1, Sören Abel1, 

Ørjan Samuelsen1,2, Pål Johnsen1. 

 
1Arctic University of Norway, Department of Pharmacy, Tromsø, Norway. 
2University Hospital of North Norway, Norwegian National Advisory Unit on Detection of 

Antimicrobial Resistance, Tromsø, Norway. 

 

Collateral-sensitivity (CS) and –resistance (CR) between antimicrobial agents occur when 

resistance development towards one antimicrobial either potentiate (CS) or deteriorate (CR) 

the effect of others. Previous reports on CS and CR have focused on newly acquired 

resistance determinants and propose that novel treatment guidelines informed by collateral 

networks may reduce the evolution, selection and spread of antimicrobial resistance. In this 

study we investigate the evolutionary stability of CS and CR in clinical Escherichia coli 

strains resistant to ciprofloxacin (CIP-R).  

 

CS and CR networks collapsed for all 15 populations when tested towards 15 antimicrobials 

after 300 generations of experimental evolution in absence antibiotics. CIP-R populations 

with gyrA parC target mutations maintained both genetic and phenotypic stability of 

ciprofloxacin resistance. However, the initial fitness cost of resistance was fully compensated. 

A putative compensatory mutation in rpoS (T298I) was identified through parallel evolution 

and was absent in susceptible controls. The remaining CIP-R evolved populations with 

combinations of target and various efflux mutations displayed partial to complete restoration 

of initial fitness costs and reduced ciprofloxacin resistance after experimental evolution. 

Whole genome sequencing and real time quantitative PCR data strongly suggest reduced 

efflux pump expression as the main mechanistic explanation for the observed phenotypic 

instability. 

 

We show that collateral networks in clinical E. coli strains lack evolutionary stability and that 

both compensatory evolution and efflux expression or modulation can affect CS and CR. Our 

data add another layer of complexity to future predictions of collateral networks and question 

the potential for future clinical use. 
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